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Number of Tickets Sold and Audience Attendance 

 

Season Online Tickets Sold Total Tickets Sold Audience Attendance 

2015-2016 378 1819 2182 

2016-2017 567 1434 1435 

 

Possible reasons for the decrease in the total number of tickets sold and overall audience attendance 

are due to several factors; we reduced the number of complimentary tickets as well as removed the 

group ticket sales.  Removing the group ticket sales did not affect the orchestra’s overall sales but 

seemed to drastically affect the chorus’ sales.  Compared to 2015-2016, the chorus sold 400 pre-sale 

tickets less than in the 2016-2017. 

 

 

Number of Concerts per Ensemble 

 

Season Orchestra Choir Combined 

2015-2016 2 1 3 

2016-2017 3 2 1 

 

 

Total Concert Expenses per Ensemble 

 

Season Orchestra Choir Combined 

2015-2016  $          4,933.79   $  5,431.01   $         19,690.19  

2016-2017  $          8,740.99   $  8,366.26   $            5,681.65  

 

 

Total Concert Profit and Loss per Ensemble 

 

Season Orchestra Choir Combined 

2015-2016  $          4,623.31  -$ 1,411.93  -$           1,680.28  

2016-2017  $          3,826.61   $  1,735.63  -$               529.82  

 

 

 



 
 

Based on the number of concerts per ensemble combination, the orchestra keeps their expenses low 

and their success is shown in the profitability of their concerts.  Their ticket sales, audience attendance 

and membership have shown slight increases from the previous year and when analyzing which website 

pages are most popular for the organization, 5 out of the top 10 landing pages are orchestra related, the 

other top landing pages are the ROCA home page, the concert season page, Canada 150 event page, 

Young @ Heart event page and the member login page.  The e-newsletters that are sent out prior to our 

concerts also demonstrate that the orchestra events are generating more opens, clicks and sale 

conversions – although the percentages remain low. 

 

On average the chorus has much higher concert expenses compared to the orchestra and has had a 

slight decrease in audience attendance, leading to either losses or much lower profits.  Demonstrating 

fiscal responsibility is important when approaching donors, sponsors and applying for grants, and 

therefore these numbers must improve.  It would be strongly recommended for the chorus to raise its 

public profile by performing for the general public for events such as Culture Days, Yuel Duel and many 

of the performance opportunities that have been offered but declined. 

 

I would like to thank the board members for their input and support as well as the members that 

contribute their time and efforts in volunteering for our concerts and community outreach events. 

 

 


